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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
DIVE IN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Youth (un)employment is one of the current generation’s most critical issues. The majority of the European 
countries face high unemployment rates and significant differences between countries exist. The 
unfavorable employment situation (long job search periods, poor job quality and searching instead creating 
job opportunities) and the destructive influence from the societies contribute to an increasing number of 
demotivated and invisible youngsters in the SEE region. In this context, Dive in SE project would contribute 
towards fighting the high rates of unemployment by capacity building of youth organizations in the field of 
social business through transnational cooperation and developing competencies of young unemployed 
people to create new social businesses. Moreover, what this project intends to do is to provide a way 
for active development of human capital, practical encouragement of social entrepreneurial activities and 
establishment of effective pathways to youth employment in strategic cooperation with different stakeholders.
“Dive in Social Entrepreneurship” is a capacity building project financed by the EU under the Erasmus + 
programme, capacity building in the field of youth, and it will be implemented in a period of 17 months 
and it will include partners coming from the following countries: Macedonia, Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, 
Romania, Brazil, South Africa and Costa Rica.
The project will consist of capacity building activities (kick of seminar and local researches) and mobility 
activities (seminar, training courses, study visit and job shadowing). The activities will be based on variety of 
methods and techniques of non-formal education and will support the active role of the participants in the 
project activities. The activities will target various groups including young people and youth leaders, youth 
workers, program managers and project coordinators, representatives of institutions and local authorities.
The key aim of the project is to provide a way for active development of human capital, practical encouragement 
of social entrepreneurial activities and establishment of effective pathways to youth employment in strategic 
cooperation with different stakeholders. Besides that, the project also aims to especially support the creation 
of cross-sectorial cooperation which is being considered by the partners of this project to be one of the 
key elements in the process of creating supportive entrepreneurship environment in participant’s countries.

Please find more details about the project on the following link.
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ABOUT THE STUDY VISIT “DIVE IN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP”
Sofia, Bulgaria

Main aim of the study visit was to provide the participants representing different sectors an opportunity 
to explore the work and the projects of several non-governmental organizations, local authorities or 
businesses at the ground. The study visit was an opportunity to explore real life examples of fighting youth 
unemployment by social entrepreneurship. The study visit was also a chance to exchange practices with  
the visited partners and to support creating new network and developing ideas for future projects.

The Study Visit was held in Sofia, Bulgaria, between June 12 -19, 2017. 
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SESSION SHEETS

STUDY VISIT CONTENT
DAYS DESCRIPTION1

2
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DAYS DESCRIPTION

1st DAY (13.06.2017)
The first day of “DIVE in Social Entrepreneurship” Study Visit started with the official opening, through 
the introduction of the team and welcoming of the participants. The participants took part in getting to 
know each other activities: they were asked to say their name and a word that starts with the same letter. 
One by one they were sharing their names plus they always needed to repeat the names and the words 
which the people before them shared. After that, they had to 
write the number of the letters their names contains and to 
try to find their name’s letters among the other participant’s 
names. This name game is called Name Puzzle, and it gives 
participants the opportunity to refresh their memory and 
create personalized name tags. 
After the getting to know each other activities, participants 
were introduced to the project DIVE in Social Entrepreneurship. 
The project line was created with inputs from the participants 
during previous activities. Participants reviewed past project 
activities and tackled future ones. The discussion followed 
with a focus on the Key Elements of Non-formal Education and 
the Role of YouthPass.
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The presentation of the project was followed by activity which main aim was to encourage the participants 
to present themselves in English and to break the barriers that they might have. Moreover, participants 
could also share with the others the experience they have related to social entrepreneurship. The method 
used for this purpose is called “60 seconds of fame” - each participant had 60 seconds to present him/
herself to the others in the most memorable way.
After that, interviews activity followed, in which participants were divided into pairs. They were tasked 
with interviewing each other and sharing what they have learned about their partners with the rest of the 
group, putting special emphasis on professional backgrounds, experiences in the field of non-formal 
education, Erasmus Programme, youth work etc. 
The end of the second session of the first day was dedicated to Expectations, Fears and Contributions. 
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The next session followed with an Interactive Presentation of the planned visits. The participants had an 
opportunity to get to know the profiles of each organization/institutions  aiming to provide them  space to 
prepare their questions for discussions.

The first day ended with a reflection session.
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2nd DAY (14.06.2017)
Day 2 of the Study Visit “DIVE in Social 
Entrepreneurship” started with a series 
of body movement activities. The main 
aim of the activities was to create an 
atmosphere of trust and cooperation within 
the group while exploring and questioning 
aspects of teamwork and leadership. 
After that, the participants were on their 
first study visit – Maria’s World Foundation. 
They had the possibility to explore working 
practices of this organization, especially 
the type of activities that they are providing 
with an aim to develop entrepreneurial 
competencies of young people. The mission of Maria’s World Foundation is to improve the quality of life of 
people with intellectual disabilities and the life of their families. Also, to help them to achieve their full potential 
as individuals by providing access to high-quality services, developmental training and possibilities for gainful 
employment that are suited to their needs. Their aims are:
 • Protect human rights and provide support to people with intellectual disabilities and their families;
 • Help overcoming discrimination and the social isolation of people with intellectual disabilities;
 • Facilitate the social integration and realization of the full potential of people with intellectual 

disabilities as individuals by providing access to high-quality services, developmental opportunities 
and possibilities for gainful employment that are suited to their needs.
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The second study visit for the second day was at JAMBA organization. JAMBA is social enterprise - 
online platform and consultancy for the provision of a pre-qualification and follow-up environment for the 
professional realization of people with disabilities in Bulgaria. On this study visit, the participants firstly 
discussed about the meaning of social enterprise and after that they had the opportunity to know more 
about JAMBA, the team and their work in practice.

The day finished with outdoor reflection.
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3RD DAY (15.06.2017)
The programme of  the third day continued with the study visits. The participants visited the Bread House 
and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor.  
During the visit of the Bread House, the participants had an opportunity to make their own bread with 
history behind it. They draw something that they want to share with the other participants and shared the 
story. After that, they started to make their bread.

The Bread Houses Network creates and unites centers for community-building, creativity, and social 
entrepreneurship. The mission of these centers is to inspire individuals and communities around the 
world to discover and develop their creative potential and cooperate across all ages, professions, gender, 
special needs, and ethnic backgrounds through collective bread-making and accompanying art forms 
and sustainable ecological education.

The whole workshop was followed by their main mission:
 • What is one thing that ALL PEOPLE LOVE?
 • What is one thing that ALL PEOPLE CAN MAKE?
 • What is one PLACE WHERE ALL PEOPLE CAN UNITE?
 • HOT BREAD, A WOOD-FIRED OVEN, and A TABLE!

Bread not bought, but made, and made with others as collective art!
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After this interesting bread making activity, 
the participants continued their visit in the 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor. There, 
the Vice Minister had a speech followed by a 
fruitful discussion. 
The following topics were discussed: 
 • What are the policies that are 

being developed in defining social 
entrepreneurship; 

 • Are there funding programs on a national 
level aimed at social entrepreneurs?

 • How can cross-sectoral cooperation on 
this topic be deepened. 

After answering the questions, the dialogue 
was translated into a brief presentation of 
good practices from abroad.
During the evening program, the participants 
organized TED Talk evening in which they 
had inspirational speeches in front of the 
whole group.
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4th DAY (16.06.2017)
After the successfully concluded visits, on 
June 16th a round table was held on the 
topic of Social Entrepreneurship. During 
the activity the participants, along with 
representatives of “BCause” and “Reach 
for change” foundations and the National 
Youth Forum had the opportunity to discuss 
important subjects, such as: what should 
the definition of “social entrepreneurship” 
be and is there a need for a definition in the 
first place; what are the challenges for the 
sustainability of social enterprises and what 
are the good practices internationally. The 
participants shared their experiences and 
realities from their countries on the issue.
During the next session of the 4th day the participants reflected on the Erasmus + Programme, especially 
Key Action 2, and discussed new ways of using the opportunities that this programme brings. The session 
helped the participants to discuss and prioritized the most important and the less important elements for 
social entrepreneurship.
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This day ended with the Intercultural Evening which was held in one of the parks in Sofia. The participants 
had a picnic and they shared interesting facts about their countries.  
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5th DAY (17.06.2017)
During the 5th day the participants had an NGO fair where they were presenting their NGOs. They draw 
their organization’s Bee Pie and presented their ideas for future cooperation and their future plans in the 
field of social entrepreneurship.
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After that, the participants were divided in two groups and they wrote 50+1 social issues in order to find 
the right one for developing social business project idea. They choose as  main social issues the following 
ones:
 • Mental health
 • Social Inclusion
 • Urbanization
 • LGBT Community Access
 • Access to Education for Disadvantage Young 

People
Thereafter, the participants formed several working 
teams with the aim to work on developing new project 
business ideas in the field of social entrepreneurship 
and they started working on them.
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6th DAY (18.06.2017)
The last working day of the Study Visit in Sofia, Bulgaria was dedicated to the presentations of the 
participant’s social business ideas.
1. The mental health group brainstormed and came up 

with a treatment center that could combine known 
relief and support activities. The Mental SPA, as it 
was named, is a hub where psychological support, 
i.e. sessions with psychologists, are merged with a 
massage therapy and other therapeutic activities. 
This support is offered free of charge to those in need. 
The Mental SPA aims to generate income through 
contracts with corporations where companies can 
send their employees for teambuilding or moral 
purposes and pay for its utilization. The spa can also 
be utilized by all those who don’t fall into the “free-
of-charge” category but would like to pay for services. The second component of the Mental SPA 
focuses on awareness rising. Through the use of the arts short sketches, videos, comics will be drawn 
the attention to the stigmatization of mental health issues. Flash mobs will be organized from time to 
time for the same purpose. This content will be also used to rise the awareness towards the issue at 
schools by organizing workshops and conferences.

2. In order to tackle the issue of social 
inclusion, the business idea is to 
establish a community radio that will 
enable a specific community to produce 
broadcast content that will give them 
visibility in the media discourse. In 
such an enterprise, this community will 
have the power to produce information 
that will represent them and integrate 
them fairly in the cultural hierarchy of 
the society that they are living in.
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3. New Nomad is an app developed for young adults and families that are constantly moving, helping 
them finding out a flat, an apartment or a house, and link them to different entrepreneurs. 

Work through: 
Step 1: Open an account and set your location preferences; 
Step 2: Customer will be linked to possible entrepreneurs’ 
startups such as dry cleanings, Tea houses, Social Coffees; 
Step 3: Customer will have the chance to schedule his time 
to Urban Nomad facilities: 

 • Individual Pro´s 
- Facility to find a place to live; 
- Facility to coordinate services; 
- Economize time and money; 

 • Social Pros´s;  
- Contribute to an organized urbanization;  
- Link business and people; 
- Decrease light and sonic pollution by liberating the streets due coordinate services;  
- Promote occupation on abandoned areas; 

 • Social Entrepreneur Pro´s 
- Urban Nomad will provid a priority to social entrepreneurs and include their service into our index; 
- Urban Nomad will hire local people  on vulnerable conditions to show around the flats & apartments;  
- Exposure to our collaborates and help them to expand their businesses as well 

 • Challenges 
- Municipal and Major participation as well as operating permits; 
- Find out entrepreneurs and linked them to customers; 
- Lack of vulnerable people willing to work on this project.
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4. LEGAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING FOR LGBT COMMUNITY was 
the next proposal for social business idea. It was about:

 • Identification of social issues
- Discrimination
- Violence
- Abuse
- Corruption
- Accommodation
- Stereotyping
- Hate speech
- Freedom of expression
- Free access to jobs

The importance of solving this issue is because all people should have 
equal rights.
The main focus of this idea is to create 5 legal counselling OFFICES, to provide “pro bono” legal services 
for LGBT community (located all over the country in the big cities) – expected legal services to be offered: 
representing the people in the court, offering the ground for legal education, public information campaigns. 
The budget to support such activities will be a part of the fees received from regular clients. In order to 
make them known and help the people to use the services, there will be a connection between the offices 
and the NGOs supporting LGBT community.
5. EduKit (Education in a Box) as a company would be revolutionizing 

what and how people learn worldwide. They would crowdsource a 
team of experts and students where they plan and design an easy-
to-assemble classroom. They would design a forward thinking 
curriculum that focuses on critical thinking, enterprising, creativity, 
communication, emotional intelligence. They would also design a 
game that assists people to build local stores in their communities run 
by parents. Based on the curriculum, they would develop applications 
and games that middle-to-high income households could download for their children to improve 
their critical thinking and other skills. They would have a subscription model where in each stage of 
development  the children would have access to relevant games based on age, difficulty etc.
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They would then also have an immersion program where an exchange students travel to an under-
resourced area with the Edu Kit to do primary research on the community and how they do things and 
what are their major challenges. They would then setup and kick start the curriculum which is mainly 
using self-organized learning and help the setup of the local stores to be run by the parents (food gardens, 
natural medicine ‘pharmacy’, renewable energy for communities, toiletries and hygiene products).
The idea is that through this the money income would be rised which could be used to setup more 
classrooms, send high potential children to schools in nearby cities and start building actual schools in 
the communities.

Next session was dedicated to the final evaluation of the Study visit.
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SESSION SHEETS

Title Opening session

Theme/topic Introducing of the Project, Programme and Getting to know each other 

Problem being addressed
Participants introduced themselves; Key Elements 

of the Study Visit and Non-formal Education were discussed 
and Expectations, Fears and Contributions

Day 13.06.2017; Day 1

Place Sofia, Bulgaria, working room

Duration Session 1 – Session 3

Facilitators Ms. Biljana Stojanoska, Ms. Anelija Mitrova

GOALS 
1. Getting to know each other 
2. Participants to familiarize themselves with one another and become prepared to work as a team.
3. Participants to be introduced to the Key Elements of the Study Visit and Non-formal Education
4. A wholesome introduction to the project DIVE in Social Entrepreneurship
5. Exploring participant’s expectations, fears and contributions
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PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group 
- Small groups
- Individual work

LOGISTICS 
- Papers
- Pens
- Flipcharts
- Markers

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Participants were welcomed. 
- Name game - participants were asked to state their names and a word that starts with the same letter. 

One by one they were sharing their names plus they always needed to repeat the names and the 
words that people before them shared;

- Participants were asked to write the number of the letters their names contains and to try to find their 
name’s letters among the other participant’s names

- Ice-Breaker - Group was divided into pairs. Pairs were asked to interview each other and to introduce 
their partner to the group.

- Participants were introduced to the project through applicant organization’s -Youth Alliance Krusevo 
- presentation of the project “Dive in Social Entrepreneurship’

- Discussion on participants’ understanding of non-formal education
- Discussion on key rules and guidelines.
- Discussion on participant’s expectations, fears and contributions 
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Title Social entrepreneurship in practice

Theme/topic How We Will Work? Who Will Be Visited?

Problem being addressed Introducing the program of the Study Visit 

Day 13.06.2017; Day 1

Place Sofia, Bulgaria, working room

Duration Session 3 – Day 2

Trainers Mr. George Merdzhanov

GOALS 
1. A wholesome introduction to the program of the Study Visit.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group

LOGISTICS 
- Flipcharts
- Markers

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Participants were introduced to the daily Study Visit program, explaining program blocks and flow.
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Title Block of Visits: Focus Civil Society

Theme/topic Maria’s World Foundation 

Problem being addressed Participants to become introduced to the work of Maria’s World 
Foundation

Day 14.06.2017; Day 2

Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Maria’s World Foundation

Duration Session 1 – Session 3

Facilitators Ms. Galina Kancheva, Ms. Liya Savova 

GOALS 
1. A wholesome introduction of the work of the foundation
2. Exploaring working practices of the foundation

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group

LOGISTICS 
- /

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Participants went to the offices and the working rooms of the Maria’s World Foundation
- Presentation by the manager of the foundation.
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Title Block of Visits: Focus Social Enterprise Founded by Young People

Theme/topic JAMBA 

Problem being addressed Participants to become introduced to the work of JAMBA

Day 14.06.2017; Day 2

Place Sofia, Bulgaria, JAMBA

Duration Session 3 – Day 3

Facilitators Ms. Galina Kancheva, Ms. Liya Savova

GOALS 
1. A wholesome introduction of the work of JAMBA social enterprise; 
2. To identify the key elements that young people found important in the process of establishing their 

social enterprises;
3. To reflect on the obstacles that these social enterprise are facing in relation to the topic – sustainability 

of social enterprises.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group

LOGISTICS 
- /

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Participants went to the offices and the working rooms of JAMBA
- Presentation by the team of the social enterprise.
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Title Block of Visits: Focus on Business Partners

Theme/topic Bread House

Problem being addressed Participants to become introduced to the work 
of Bread House social enterprise 

Day 15.06.2017; Day 3
Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Bread House
Duration Session 1 – Session 3
Facilitators Ms. Galina Kancheva, Ms. Liya Savova

GOALS 
1.  A wholesome introduction of the work of Bread House;
2. To discuss and brainstorm new ideas that would support the creating of exchanging programmes 

that would provide young people an opportunity to gain practical competencies in the field of social 
entrepreneurship.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group

LOGISTICS 
- /

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Participants went to the office of Bread House;
- They had a task to draw something on the table with flour;
- The participants had a workshop for bread making;
- Followed presentation of the work of Bread Houses.
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Title Block of Visits: Focus on Role of Local/Regional/National Authorities

Theme/topic Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor

Problem being addressed Participants to become introduced to the work 
of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor

Day 15.06.2017; Day 3

Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor

Duration Session 3 – Day 4

Facilitators Ms. Galina Kancheva, Ms. Liya Savova

GOALS 
1. A wholesome introduction of the work of Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor;
2.Participants to gain knowledge about the involvement of the young people, civil society in the process 

of creating strategies focusing on fighting youth unemployment;
3. Participants to discuss the ways of support that representatives of the Ministry are providing to create 

supportive environment for social enterprise.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group

LOGISTICS 
- /

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Participants went to the conference room of the Ministry; 
- Discussion.
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Title Open Public Debate Focus on Cross sector Cooperation: 
How to Strengthen It?  

Theme/topic Round Table

Problem being addressed Participants introduced to cross sectoral cooperation

Day 16.06.2017; Day 4

Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Working room

Duration Session 1 – Session 3

Facilitators Ms. Galina Kancheva, Ms. Liya Savova

GOALS 
1. To discuss openly about cross sectoral cooperation and reality;
2. To share good practices, experiences and realities in participant’s countries tackling the topic of social 

entrepreneurship.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group

LOGISTICS 
- /

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Presentation of the guest speakers from “BCause” and “Reach for change”.
- Open discussion
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Title Erasmus + Programme
Theme/topic Erasmus+ and Key Action 2
Problem being addressed Participants introduced to the Erasmus + programme and to Key Action 2
Day 16.06.2017; Day 4
Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Working Room
Duration Session 3 – Day 5
Facilitators Mr. Ognian Gadoularov

GOALS 
1. Participants to get familiar with the Erasmus+ programme;
2. Participants to get familiar with the Key Action 2.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Large group
- Small groups
- Individual work

LOGISTICS 
- Papers
- Pens
- Flipcharts
- Markers

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Discussion of new ways of using the opportunities that this programme brings
- Participants had a short exercise of finding the most important elements that are connected with 

social entrepreneurship and the less important elements
- After their individual work they formed small groups to discuss about their solutions;
- At the end the participants discussed about the task as a large group. 
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Title NGO Fair: Create Networks and Brainstorming Ideas for Future Projects

Theme/Topic My Organization’s Bee Pie

Problem being addressed Participants need to be introduced to the working of each organization 
and for their future plans

Day 17.06.2017; Day 6
Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Working Room
Duration Session 1 – Session 2
Facilitators Ms. Biljana Stojanoska

GOALS 
1. Participants to be introduced to their organization’s working projects;
2. Planning of future steps regarding the social entrepreneurship 

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS
1. National Teams
2. Large groups

LOGISTICS 
- Papers
- Flipcharts 
- Markers
- Pencils
- Stickers 

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity 
- Participants were divided into national groups;
- They started writing their own organizational bee pie;
- Followed group presentation of their work
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Title Working on Ideas
Problem being addressed 50+1 social issues and working on social business ideas
Day 17.06.2017; Day 6            18.06.2017; Day 7
Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Working Room
Duration Session 2 – Day 7
Facilitators Ms. Biljana Stojanoska

GOALS 
1. To create an atmosphere of trust and cooperation in the group while questioning aspects of teamwork 

and leadership;
2. To work on enhancing participants’ creative and problem solving skills;
3. To support the development of presentation and communication competencies of the participants.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS
- Small groups
- Large group 

LOGISTICS 
- Papers
- Flipcharts 
- Markers
- Pencils
- Stickers

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity 
- Participants were asked to share issues/problems they would like to tackle;
- Small group discussion on the problem that was chosen;
- Group brainstorming for solutions to the chosen problem;
- Creating the working teams;
- Group work;
- Presentation of the social business ideas.
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Title Final Evaluation

Theme/topic Final Evaluation

Problem being addressed Participants to give their feedback about the study visit   

Day 18.06.2017; Day 7

Place Sofia, Bulgaria, Working Room

Duration Session 3

Facilitators Ms. Galina Kancheva, Ms. Liya Savova, 
Ms. Biljana Stojanoska, Ms. Anelija Mitrova

GOALS 
1. Participants to evaluate the Study Visit

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS 
- Individual work
- Large group

LOGISTICS 
- Papers
- Pens

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION of activity
- Participants created the story of the Study Visit and said with what they came and with what they will 

leave Sofia, Bulgaria
- Participants filled in the final evaluation questionnaires.


